IFS SMARTFREIGHT® TRACKER4TRANSPORT
IFS SmartFreight® Tracker4Transport (SFT4T) – Parcel Tracking App
with receiver name for proof of delivery purposes. Suitable for both transport
companies and shippers of freight operating their own fleet. Complimented by
branded tracking Web Portal to provide seamless real-time connectivity with
your customer service team and most importantly your customers.

Product Fit
IFS SmartFreight® Tracker4Transport (SFT4T)is IFS’s answer to
providing your customers with that all important ‘Experience’
that promotes repeat business. In the new online supply chain,
the need from customers to have visibility of their orders at all
times has become a necessary standard that all companies
need to comply with. Whether a satchel, carton, skid or pallet,
if fleet drivers have access to a mobile phone, IFS can provide
real-time visibility via your own branded Web Portal. Accessed
by a URL embedded in your branded Advance Shipping Notice
(ASN) email sent directly to the receiver customers by IFS or
via accessed an Android / iPhone App. Utilising the latest in QR
barcode technology, IFS SmartFreight® Tracker4Transport
provides world leading tracking capability without the need for
costly investment in hardware or technology infrastructure.

Key Attributes
Complete mobility for your fleet drivers.
Single branded Web Portal to track all shipments for your customer service staff and customers.
Simple, single screen, consistent graphical tracking dashboard plus drill down detailed tracking event
information.
Portal branded to enhance / reinforce your corporate brand or that of your major clients.
Simple, free Smartphone App for Android or iPhone for customers to access
web portal on the go no matter where they are.
Ability to deliver a world leading ‘Customer Experience’ to promote repeat
business.

Process Return on Investment
SaaS Model after initial configuration.
Reduced Customer Service costs due to customers tracking their own
orders.
Enhanced Customer Experience encouraging repeat business.
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More Info
Please visit our website www.smartfreight.com for more information on
IFS SmartFreight® Tracker4Transport, review Case Studies or contact one
of our local Distributors for a face-to-face obligation free demonstration
of the product and how it may assist your supply chain needs.
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